Effects of timing and movement uncertainty implicate the temporo-parietal junction in the prediction of forthcoming motor actions.
The concept of predictive coding supposes the brain to build predictions of forthcoming events in order to decrease the computational load, thereby facilitating efficient reactions. In contrast, increasing uncertainty, i.e., lower predictability, should increase reaction time and neural activity due to reactive processing and believe updating. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to scan subjects reacting to briefly presented arrows pointing to either side by pressing a button with the corresponding index finger. Predictability of these stimuli was manipulated along the independently varied factors "response type" (known hand or random, i.e., unknown order) and "timing" (fixed or variable intervals between stimuli). Behavioural data showed a significant reaction-time advantage when either factor was predictable, confirming the hypothesised reduction in computational load. On the neural level, only the right temporo-parietal junction showed enhanced activation upon both increased task and timing uncertainty. Moreover, activity in this region also positively correlated with reaction time. There was, however, a dissociation between both factors in the frontal lobe, as increased timing uncertainty recruited right BA 44, whereas increased response uncertainty activated the right ventral premotor cortex, the pre-SMA and the DLPFC. In line with the theoretical framework of predictive coding as a load-saving mechanism no brain region showed significantly increased activity in the lower uncertainty conditions or correlated negatively with reaction times. This study hence provided behavioural and neuroimaging evidence for predictive motor coding and points to a key role of the right temporo-parietal junction in its implementation.